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The G-quest is the second in the G Series concept designed for 

humanitarian purposes. 

G-Quest is an oceanographic Class 2 icebreaker, marine research, 

medical research vessel with humanitarian capabilities; for example, a 

20+ -bed hospital including 5G connected robotic surgery facilities.  She 

also features a full Oceanographic Laboratory Medical Laboratory, MRI 

X-ray Imaging, Ophthalmology department, and a dentist suite. 

She carries a ship-to-shore landing craft that can be used to pick-up and 

transport vehicles, large cargo, and patients.  She has her own onboard 

crane that can lift freight onboard. She has a cavernous aircraft hanger, 

large enough o house two Sikorsky S-92 VIP helicopters, and one smaller 

helicopter.

Hybrid propulsion systems driven by approximately 30 gen sets, that can 

use various types of green fuels, technologically upgradable to test and 

research new types of fuels.

Security of the vessel and its passengers is paramount and so security is 

inherently designed into the vessel, Kozloff Designs also provide a full 

turnkey Owners Representation Service that includes mobile and 

personal security too.

https://www.thegoliathseries.com/owners-rep
https://www.dvidshub.net/news/275848/first-robot-assisted-surgery-onboard-usns-mercy-multinational-surgeons-slicing-into-future










The G-Quest’s unsurpassed global maritime range of 20,000km, 
combined and smartly further expanded by her onboard equipment 
for research and pleasure, including ship-to-shore operations via her 
ability to transport personnel by seaplane, up to 2100km from the 
vessel to shore*, is a gamechanger for this scale of vessel.

https://www.thegoliathseries.com/ssal








Design and features

➢ Large multi-functional explorer vessel (220 meter long with 30-meter beam).
➢ Full displacement hull
➢ Long range 20,000+ nautical miles
➢ Aircraft hangar for two Sikorsky S-92 VIP helicopter and two Cessna Caravan 

Seaplanes, accommodated onboard via a waterline full beam hanger, 
accessed from Port or Starboard. The G-Quest also comes with one Four-Rotor 
Steve Kozloff designed SSAL.

➢ Fully equipped with the finest available navigation, detection and 
communications equipment.

➢ Six fast fully electric, hydrofoil tenders by Candela.
➢ One heavy cargo electric ship-to-shore landing craft for transporting vehicles 

and bulk freight.

➢ Garage to accommodate and launch one U-Worx Research submarine.
➢ Complete dive center with decompression chamber.
➢ Three fully electric Taiga-Orca jet skis.
➢ Garage designated for two SUVs, including one mobile self-contained NimBl

exploration vehicle.
➢ Full electronic and hard security measures including the APEV System and 

onboard CP Officers and facilities. Armored windows  and Anti-terrorism/pirate 
systems

➢ Combined with its humanitarian purpose, G-Quest can if required, provide a 
luxurious environment including a movie theater, swimming pool, hot tub, fine 
dining etc.  There are plenty of luxurious venues aboard the 220-meter G-Quest 
for the owner, their guests and staff.

https://www.lockheedmartin.com/en-us/products/sikorsky-s-92-helicopter.html
https://cessna.txtav.com/en/turboprop/caravan#_model-exterior
https://cessna.txtav.com/en/turboprop/caravan#_model-exterior
https://www.thegoliathseries.com/ssal
https://candela.com/
https://www.uboatworx.com/research
https://www.taigamotors.com/products/orca
https://www.nimblvehicles.com/
https://www.wkltd.nz/apef




SEARCH & RESCUE & GROUND SCANNING
The high-wing design and large windows of Caravan aircraft permit a 
360° view of the ground below, while endowing you with stable 
slow-speed and low-altitude flying characteristics that permit a 
thorough sweep of your search grid. They are reliable, and possess 
the size and configurability needed for seamless integration of 
specialized equipment, while still enabling you to carry a larger crew. 
Their fuel efficiency and ample range allow for longer time on 
station, and their ability to access short or unpaved airstrips can be 
invaluable to rescue operations.



The G-Quest’s very impressive global maritime range of approximately 20,000km is further 

expanded by her onboard equipment for ship-to-shore operations and her ability to 

transport personnel via her seaplane, up to 1500km from the vessel to shore.





Design and features cont./

➢ Fully equipped professional theater with full satellite 

communications

➢ Full fire suppression and control fire systems, including Low Oxygen 

controlled spaces for sensitive equipment and computer / server 

areas.

➢ 20 bed hospital with 5G connected operating theatre.

➢ Three Heated therapy pools with automatic self-cleaning system

➢ Multiple exercise areas including a main fitness center

➢ Staff and crew quarters to accommodate approximately 45 non-

scientific crew.

➢ VIP / guest cabins with dressing rooms and full bathroom

➢ Doctor and scientist  accommodations with in-cabin study

➢ Warehouses with fuel cell forklifts

➢ Two exterior cranes for loading and offloading cargo and the Twin 

Otter Seaplane

➢ Elevators throughout the yacht

➢ Scientific testing platform and or beach club at stern

➢ Two Large dining rooms

➢ Large salon room

➢ Large kitchen with cold rooms and large pantries, elevator 

connections to frozen and chilled storage spaces in the hull.

➢ Open plan office with various types of state-of-the-art 

communication technologies

➢ Large full beam master suite with private deck and pool forward.





Unmatched Vessel Based Deployability & Adaptability 
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